
Pet Care Products 
Contract Manufacturing

PHYTOLAB is the one-stop-shop for all
your custom manufacturing and product
development. Whether you are building a
new brand or looking to help your current
line reach its full potential, we have the
experience and expertise to propel your
business forward.

PHYTOLAB knows that great products
require the highest attention to detail. We
strive to create perfection for your brands.
Our team can help you with the initial
consultation, brand development, creation
of formulations, and complete production
of the final product with labeling and
thorough quality checks. If you are looking
to bring a pet care product to market or
continue the production of your current
brand, PHYTOLAB is the perfect partner to
facilitate all your needs. Full turnkey
services are available at PHYTOLAB for all
categories of products. We make it simple
and easy to develop with us, start to finish.



PHYTOLAB operates various
manufacturing facilities around
the world with access to the
best ingredients, a high-quality
workforce, and quick
transportation pathways to
anywhere in North America or
around the world.  

Creating and sustaining a new
brand or holding an existing
one to the highest standards
starts with precise work in the
lab. The team at PHYTOLAB
combines the latest
technological advancements,
with meticulous attention to
detail to guarantee the highest
quality products.  Regular batch
testing also ensures that every
bottle, tube, or jar produced is
as perfect as the first.



Developing a great pet care
product is a labor-intensive
process that takes time,
resources, and expertise. This is
why most contract
manufacturers have high
minimum quantities, making it
prohibitive for many brands that
are just getting started.  At
PHYTOLAB we are proud to
serve companies and brands of
all sizes.

Exceptional quality is the
foundation of our company and
the driving force behind all
decisions. We are proud to have
developed some of the
bestselling products worldwide,
many featured on Amazon and
in large online and retail chains.
Our goal is to create unique,
safe, and eco-friendly products.



OUR MAJOR PET CARE PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Soothing Products
Balms & ointments
Coat Conditioners & Detanglers
Oatmeal products
Coat Shine Products
Deodorant sprays (for pet and/or carpet)
Dry Skin Products
Refreshing/ scented sprays
Shampoos- All types including sulfate free

For Everyone’s Furry Friend

If you have a unique product request don’t hesitate
to contact us. Most likely we have already
formulated the product and will be able to offer
something that meets your objectives.



OUR DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

ORDER QUANTITIES

Indicate the number of orders as low as 5000 units

PACKAGING OPTIONS

Chose the packaging for your products
 from our range of materials

LABEL DESIGN

Design your label and brand your product
to excel in your make

CUSTOM FORMULA DEVELOPMENT

Choose the formula you want from a range
 of products and product lines

ORDERS FULFILLMENT

We will process your orders and have them
 ready for you with confidentiality, professionalism

 and reliability



Contact Us

North America

4145 SW Watson Ave
Suite 350

Beaverton, OR 97005

clara@phytolabcosmetics.com

www.phytolabcosmetics.com/phytopetcare

With Phytolab’s innovative, award-winning private label
& turnkey services, launching a new product line for

your pet care brand is easier than ever! Sold and
distributed worldwide, our naturally derived formulas

will let you stand out in the market from the competition.


